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ABBREVIATION AND ACRONYM LIST 

CSRN Commission scolaire Rouyn-Noranda (Quebec, Canada) 

EFL English as a foreign language 

ESL English as a second language 

FL Foreign language 

L1 First language (mother tongue) 

L2 Secmd language 

l\1EQ Millistere de I' education du Quebec 

NEST Native English speaking teacrer 

SL Secmd language 

SLA Secmd language accpisition 

SPEAQ Societe pour la promotion de l'enseigne1.rent de l'anglais, langue 

seconde, au Quebec 



L'anglais e1ant coosidere comme la langue intemationale, sa maltrise est necessaire dans plusieurs 
cmtextes,.d'autant plus que la province de Quebec est entouree de voisins anglophones. Cependant, la 
recherche nous indique que le niveaud 'habilete langagiere des eleves quebecois en anglais langue 
seconde (ALS) est insuffisant (Pratte, 1999). Certaines misons pour cette faible performance sont 
possiblerrent attribuables a l'enseignant. 

Le but de la presente recherche est de mieux comprendre la quantire d'anglais utilisee par les enseignants 
d'ALS de la Commission scolaire Rouyn-Nomnda (CSRN) de differents niveaux et d'evaluer s'ils 
utilisent plus d' anglais qu'ils ne le croient. Dependarnment des resultats, etre cmscient de ces differences 
pourmit jouer un role dans leur enseignerrent, notarnment en ce qui cmceme la coosolidation ou en ce 
qui conceme le changerrent (augmentation ou diminution) de !'utilisation de leur langue premiere et de 
leur langue seconde. 

Les hypotheses suivantes sont presentees: 
<l+ ll n'y aura pas de difference significative entre la perception de !'utilisation de l'anglais oml 

par les enseignants et leur utilisation reelle. 
+lr La perception d u pourcentage d 'anglais utilise par les enseignants de I a premiere a I a 
cinquierre secondaire augmentem a mesure que le niveau d'enseignerrent sem plus eleve. 

La difference des moyennes de deux ec hantillons dependants fut r etenue pour la verification de 1 a 
premiere hypothese. Plus precise trent, I a percepion des v olontaires et I eur utilisation r eelle furent 
calculees et sournises a un test· t afin d' obtenir une difference de pourcertages pour chaque paire de 
donnees. Le but etait d'objectiver si les enseignants utilisaient significativerrent plus d'anglais qu'ils le 
pensaient. La seconde etape constituait une analyse du coefficient de detennination. Le graphique d'une 
regression lineaire montrait la variation de la perception de !'utilisation de l'anglais de la premiere ala 
cinquierre secmdaire. L'objectif etait de trouver si les enseignants croyaient qu'il y avait plus d'anglais 
utilise de la premiere ala cinquietre annee du secondaire. 

Les resultats montrent qu'il y a une difference significative entre la perception et la quantire d'anglais 
utilisee: en moyenne, les enseignants utilisent plus d'anglais qu'ils le croient. De plus, les enseignants 
pensent qu'il y a plus d'anglais utilise a mesure que l'on monte de niveaud'enseignerrent. Cependant, 
ce n' est pas necessairerrent vrai d'un niveau a I' autre. 



ABSTRACT 

As English is the chief international language, its mastery is necessary in many contexts, even more so in 
the province of Quebec since it is surrounded by English neighbours. However, resean:h has shown that 
the proficiency level of English as a second language (ESL) Quebec students is inadequate (Pratte, 1999). 
Some of the reasons for this low achievement might be teacherrelated 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the quantity of English used by some Commission scolaire 
Rouyn-Noranda (CSRN) ESL teacrers from different levels and to evaluate if their pen:eption and actual 
usage are compamble. Depending on the results, being aware of these discrepancies might play a role in 
the:ir teaching, notably on the consolidation or the changing (increase or decrease) of their first language 
(L 1) and second language (L2) usage. Also, all of the CSRN teachers' perception will be verified in order 
to objective if they think that there is more English used at the higher teaching levels. 

The following hypotheses are presented: 
~ There will be no significant difference between the pen:ertions of the teaclers' use of oral 
English and their ac1ual usage of the languages. 
*l" The perception of the pen:entage of English used by the secmdary 1 to 5 teaclers will 
increase as the teaching level rise& 

The difference in avemges of two dependent samples was selected for the verification of the first 
hypothesis. More precisely, the volunteers' perception and ac1ual usage were calculated, and at test was 
completed to better understand the relationship between their usage pen:ertion and their actual usage. 
The second step consisted of a determination coefficient analysis. The graph of a linear regression 
presented the variation of English usage from secmdary 1 to secondary 5. The objective here was to find 
if the teachers thought there was more English used at the higher teaching levels. 

The results show that there is a significant difference between the pen: em on and the quantity of English 
used: the teacrers use more English than they think. Also, the teacrers believe that there is genemlly 
more English used as the teaching level rises. Nonetheless, this is not necessarily true from one level to 
another. 



INTRODUCTION 

English is the chief international language. Mastery of this main mearn of communication allows people 

to be more efficient in the world-wide work force, helps many people interact in different places on the 

planet, and benefits the population which is increasingly stimulated by a growing number of media 

(Encarta, 2000; MEQ, 1997b; MEQ, 2000). However, in the province of Quebec, research has shown 

that ESL students' 1 proficiency level is known to be inadequate (Info-PPAALS, 1999). In fact, they are 

rated slightly b elow the low-intennediate level. F urthennore, according to the M EQ ( Ministere de 

1 'Education du Quebec) secmdmy 5 graduating students speak little or no English (Pratte, 1999). There 

are many reai'Ons for this low achievement, some of which are teacher related The Minister of 

Education also acknowledges that, with some teachers, the language is "sometimes taught in French" 
I 

(Pratte, 1999). At the CSRN the situation is comparable to the rest of the province. The use of English 

by ESL teachers at the secmdmy level varies cmsiderably. It is known armng teachers and students that 

some barely use English in their classrooms, while others exclusively speak English. 

Most secmd language (SL) and Foreign language (FL) research has been based on students, even if 

student learning is led by the teacher (Papaefthymiou-Lytra, 1987). Subsequently, she believes that 

teacrer-related research should be increased. We also strongly believe that more research is needed in 

this area so as to better lillderstand the role teachers play in ESL classrooms. 

In the light of this belief, this study will address the following questions: 

• At the secmdm:y level of the CSRN, is the ESL teacrers' use and perception of the quantity of 

oral English they use precise? 

• Do the teachers believe there is an increase in the quantity of English used by these teachers as 

the level rises? 

1 By student, we refer to a primaJy or secondaly level learner, as in the American definition (Encarta, 2000). 
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In an attempt to answer theEe questions, the issue of ESL students' proficiency level will be discussed 

Secmdly, since little reEearch has been crnducted on the topic, theory on secmd language 

learning/teaching will be examined Thirdly, the me1hodology used to obtain the data necessary for 

analysis will be presented Finally, the results will lead to a discussion and conclusion. 



CHAPTER I 

RESEARCH PROBLEM 

Since English is the international language and since English neighbotrrs siDTmmd Quebec, it is of 
pammount importance to communicate and exchmge in this language (MEQ, 1997b; l\1EQ, 2000). The 
MEQ (1997b) adds that the classroom is the ideal place to start and mentions the teacler's role is to 
familiarize the leamen; with the language. Nonetheless, nothing is mentioned about the teacher's use of 
English, which we believe, is a major learning factor. For these reasons, the following chapter aims to 
identifY the relative and rising importance of English in the world in which we live, to analyze the ESL 
progmms and importance of having studied in the field, and to initiate reflection on the teacher's use of 
time and input in the ESL classroom. Foil owing this, the goals and relevance of the present resean:; h will 
be presented 

1.1 Importance and Impact ofthe English Language 

The Microsoft Encatta Encydopedia (2000) states that the English language is the chief medium of 

communication of many major countries. It is also the official language in many nations of the 

Commonwealth of Nations. It is spoken by more parts of the world (62 countries) than any other 

language, except Chinese (Mandarin). The encyclopaedia discusses the extensiveness of its vocabulary. 

There are from 500 000 to over 1 000 000 known words. The fact that it borrows a lot from other 

languages makes it an even more popular and accessible mearn of communication. Nunberg (2000) 

suggests that with the ai{;ension of the Internet, this tendency can only increase. For instance, the Internet 

is dominated by English content, in a proportion of 72 % compared to 7 % for its closest counterpart, 

which is French In other words, it is quite fashionable to be able to use English in different 

c irctrrnStances. 

This predominance for ESL use has been present for over 25 yeats (Lalande, 1988; Seward, 1973). It is 

practically a necessity to know English as a second language in order to be competitive in many fields, 

even more so in the present context of globalization and internationalization (Pratte, 1999). Traveling 
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ahnost anywhere on the North American continent requires English, for it is the official language in the 

United States and one of the two official languages of Canada (Government of Canada, 1999). Canadian 

Amerindians also primarily use English a8 a mearn of communication with the rest of Canadians 

(Government of Canada, 1998). Many Quebecets are now over the scare of assimilation-of English 

taking over French (Des Rivieres, 1999). The new fear is the possibility of unilingualism that would limit 

Quebec's strength in many areas. For all there reasons, .Quebec secondary 5 ESL is.now a college pre

requisite (MEQ, 1997a). Furthermore, the ele~ntary ESL MEQ program (2002) begins in grade 3 

instead of grade 4, as of September 2002. Even in the USA, the minirmun high school graduation 

requiremmts for standard diplomas include the knowledge of one to four foreign languages (U.S. 

Department of Education, 1994). 

Among other ele~nts, what seems to guide some teaclers is the program;, as they give an idea of what 

the MEQ expectations are. Presently, there are three programs at the CSRN: the ele~ntary program, 

the secondary first-cycle program, and the secondaty second-cycle program The ele~ntary program 

used to be taught from grades 4 through 6. Considering the importance ofleaming the L2 at an early age, 

the ele~ntary ESL MEQ program (2002) now begins in grade 3. The secondary programs are taught 

from secmdary 1 to 5 (MEQ, 1982; 1985). The program focuses on four learning abilities na~ly 

listening, reacmg, writing, and speaking. Speaking is coosidered the most important skill (Lalande, 1988 

and William; and Sharp, 1997). Also, in 1996 according to the The lllinois Council on the Teaching of 

Foreign Language Accents (ICfFLA), achieving oral communication is the primary goal for foreign 

language study today. The latest ele~ntary-levelprogram, which is bared on the present reform, 

emphasizes that the speaking competency should be at 100 % (MEQ, 2002; Johnston, 2000). Johnston, 

an MEQ collaoorator, added at the 2000 SPEAQ (Societe pour la promotion de l'enseigne~nt de 

I'anglais, langue seconde, au Quebec) coovention, that this percentage is a good indicator for the future 

reform-bared secoodary-level program (effective in 2003-2004). For the existing secmdary program;, 

the oral production objective acoounts for 16% to 20%, the other percentages being 20% to 24% for 

writing, 30% to 36% for reading and 24% to 30% for listening (MEQ, 1982; 1985), depending on the 

level. As mentioned previously, because English is used all over the world, Quebec secmdary 5 ESL is 

now a college requirerrent (MEQ, 1997a). College progra:trn are also adapting themselves by focusing 
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on the mastery of a SL. As of 1994, there are now two compulsory courses, compared to none prior to 

the acljustrnent (MEQ, 1998). Following other universities' initiative, as of2002-2003 the University of 

Querec network should also add an obligatory English cotrrSe to every bachelor degree (Jean, 2001 ). 

Having such progratm also represents a major drawback for specialists. Caochon (1997) mentions that 

the above progratm are renewed approxima1ely every 15 years. Therefore, they are often outdated and 

do not deal with current needs. Another problem is the use of progratm as guides. Many teacrers do not 

or seldom use/consult their progratm (Shkedi, 1998). Consequently, the required percentages related to 

each objective/competency are not reEpec1ed Often, teachers will adapt their teaching to their skills, 

preferences, personalities and students. The emphasis will then be on portions of the program and not on 

what is required or suggested. They do this because of personal opinions and preferences, which may 

diverge from the MEQ suggestions and objectives. 

A solution that could palliate the lack of curriculum information is the specialized training from 

universities, which leads to an ESL teaching diploma. Indeed, having studied in the field of ESL, we 

believe some practioners might be more aware of the MEQ program requirements. A Quebec linguist, 

Professor Bibeau, affirms that elementary-school English is often taught by non-specialized teachers 

(Pratte, 1999). He adds that many of them do not even speak English. The situation at the secondary 

level is not much better. Indeed, the MEQ reports that less than half of the ESL teacrers have a diploma 

in the field (Sociere Radio-Canada, 2001 ). The situation at the CSRN is different, as approximately 60 % 

of the teacrers have an ESL degree of some kind ( certifica1e, bachelor's or master's). Furthermore, even 

if the teaching of foreign languages has gained in popularity at many levels, Lalande (1988) adds that the 

recruitment issue is still a major problem Pemap:; promotion is what universities and the MEQ should 

emphasize on, in order to have more qualified teachers. For instance, promoting ESL teaching degrees 

to college students could possibly cocrectthe prerent shortage. 

1.2 Time Constraints and Teachers' Use of Time 

Even if all the teachers were qualified, there would still be some restrictions at different 

levels. A major restrictive area is time. Students do not have enough allotted time for them 
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to acquire a sufficient proficiency level (Info-PPAALS, 1999; Johnston, 2000; SPEAQ Out, 2001). 

The .MEQ does suggest a minirmun of teaching time for ESL. Since this is not compulsory, it is often not 

respected by many school boards. At the elementary level, currently students get three years of ESL. 

The courses include 45- to 60-minute classes, twice a week This amounts to approximately 72 hours per 

year (MEQ, 1997a; SPEAQ, 2000). However, a 1994-1995 provincial survey, which included every 

school board, demmstrated that students had only 95 minutes of English per week (60 hours a year) 

(Jnfo-PPAALS, 1999). In order to compensate for the lack of time in the weekly agenda, the .MEQ is 

now coosidering. adding two extra hours per week of ESL at the primary level (Radio-Canada, 2001 ). 

For the secondary leve~ the two 75-minute periods per week add up to approximately 100 hours yearly 

(MEQ, 1982; 1985). Colleges (Cegeps) also offer two compulsory English courses. This adds up to 90 

hours (MEQ, 1997a; Jnfo-PPAALS, 1999). Some universities will soon offer a 45-hour obligatory 

course (Jean et al., 2001 ). Considering that a minimum required time to master a SL is 5000 hours am 

1200 for a basic knowledge, the province of Quebec is far from producing bilingual students (Stem, 

1992). 

1.3 The Input 

As mentioned previously, one of the education minister's main preoccupa1ions is to develop oral 

communicative skills in students. For him, this will detennine a teacher's efficiency. As Gathbonton 

and Lecca (1998) state, many elements are linked to a teacrer's competence. Among Johnson's (1992) 

variables are experience am language ability, while Fillmore's (1985) key elements to understanding 

English as a foreign language (EFL) are quantity of teacrer-directed activities, quality of the learning 

environment, and instructional language. For many students, the only English they will hear is from their 

ESIJEFL teacrer. Accocding to Krashen (1985), for the second language classroom to be an efficient 

place to facilitate language learning, the teacrer should provide optimal input. This input hypothesis is 

the focal point of our research since it illustrates the relative importance of using L2. This is closely 

linked to our two research questions, which deal with the quantity of English used by ESL specialists. 

Krashen 's theory will be developed in greater de1ail in Chapter 2. 
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1.4. Goals and Significance of the Study 

Considering the importance of the English language, ba1'ed on the program requirements, and taking into 

accmmt the necessary input and use of time by teachers, the desired consequence of this study is to 

examine the quantity of English used by some CSRN ESL teackts from different levels and to evaluate 

if their perception and actual usage of oral English are some row related Depending on the results, being 

aware of the1'e discrepancies might play a role in their teaching, notably on the consolidation or the 

change (increa1'e or decrea1'e) of their L1 and L2 usage. Furthermore, the results might yield relevant 

information for futtrre re1'earch. 

For the moment, supplementary researr:h findings on language learning/teaching related to the re1'earch 

question are necessary before moving on. The theoretical framework (Chapter 2) should help clarif)r 

different concepts previously mentioned and we will expand on related topics. 



CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Now that the elerrents surrotmding the problem have been investigated, it appears appropriate to find out 
what has been documented in the field of L2 learning and teaching. Unfortunately, few studies deal 
specifically with the problem tmder study. Indeed, ESL research on the matter is scarce, especially 
considering the fact that in the province of Quebec, English is more than a secmd language. It is one of 
the two official languages (Government of Canada, 1999). Therefore, EFL references and closely linked 
information will also be analyzed in the theoretical framework. This information will help to tmderstand 
the notion ofSL teaching and learning as a whole, to overview classroom environment considemtions, 
and to examine cross-linguistic interference that may occ1.r between the first and target language. In tum, 
this will lead to a synopsis of the main relevant elerrents excerpted from the presented literature and to an 
introduction of the two research hypotheses of this study. 

2.1 Second Language Learning and Teaching 

This section will discuss the main elements present in second language acquisition. The goal is to better 

tmderstand the process that deals with non-native language learning. We begin with an overview of SL 

learning. Focus will be on second language teaching since this paper is teacher-oriented 

Before going on any further, we believe it is necessary to make a distinction between language 

accpisition and language learning, since the two tenns will be used at many occasions in present study. 

Most authors see a major difference between the two terms (Brown, 2000; Krashen, 1982; Lightbown 

and Spada, 2000; Ntman, 1999). For them, learning is a conscious process, while accpisition is done 

more subconsciously. For example, an adult learner will consciously process the new language and 

inc01porate it in already existing knowledge, while a baby will naturally and subcmsciously acquire a 

language. Nonetheless, this does not mean that it is not possible for a yotmg learner to le<nn new 

information, and it is possible for an older learner to acquire a new language. Furthennore, the conscious 

effort is mainly made during the first phase of learning. To this, Ntman (1999) adds that L1 and L2 
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accpisition are different because children learning an L1 usually do so at an earlier age. As we can see, it 

is difficult to determine what part of knowledge is conscious and tmconscious; therefore, for the purpose 

of the present study it will be considered that it is possible to learn and/or aequire a first language and a 

second language. 

Let us now cootinue with a briefhistorical backgrotmd of the main themes of SL teaching. 

2.1.1 Historical Background of SLApproaches 

One carmot think of teaching without considering its psychological aspects. What usually stand out in 

past research are behaviouristic and cognitive theories. Brown (1987) mentionsthat behaviouristic 

approacres were adopted before the 1960s, when the classroom climate was more rigid and based on 

discipline. The emphasis was on the language itself, and not on the information conveyed by the 

language (Lightbown and Spada, 2000). A typical example would be the teaching of vocalulary or 

grammar rules by the teacher, in order to have the students pass an exam (Brown, 1987). Little focus was 

put on interactional cormnunicative skills. These traditional schools of thought put the accent on 

repetition, drills, reinforcell")ent, conditioning, and performance. Even though certain results were 

obtained with the above methods, they did not leave any room for fluency and accuracy. Consequently, 

since the 1960s, more natural approaches, based on cognitive therny, have arisen. Brown (1987) suggests 

that bases of such a theory are regulation, analysis, competence, and mentalism Here, stress is put on a 

more flexible coocept, where error making is welcome, where the learner can regulate himself to a better 

and more durable performance. Teachers also have to analyze how the SL learning process works, and 

for ·what rea&::ms. It will then be easier for them to help their awrentices in their learning process. 

Researchers also prefer competence versus performance. They believe in a rationalistic awroach rather 

than gross output, where teachers have a better knowledge of their learners' humanbehaviour. By being 

mentally conscious of SL learning processes, teachers will lead their learners to fluency and accuracy 

with more intuition. Certainly, such "natural" situations produce more unstable and tmknown outputs, 

which are necessary to obtain a desired competence. Still today, the current programs aim for such oral 

cormnunicative skills (MEQ, 1982; 1985; 1997b). This does not denigrate some of the benefits of the 

behavioural model, which can at times be useful in the ESL classroom At this point, we would like to 
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add that one flaw to the communicative approach has recently been suggested. By communicative 

approach, we mean that the students are placed in situations where they are able to internet and 

communicate in simulated and actual real-life situations. Some resean;rers and teachers point out that 

too much freedom for learners, without proper correction and explanation of rules, can 1 ead to the 

fossilization of errors (Lightbown and Spada, 2000). Nonetheless, the communicative atproach has to 

prevail, for it stimulates genuine, spontaneous, and meaningful L2 learning situations (Nunan, 1999; 

MEQ, 1982; 1985; 1997b). 

2.1.2 Learning an Ll Versus Learning anL2 

From the historical viewpoint, a preference for a communicative second language environment has 

emerged It should resemble natural situations, but does this mean reproducing L1 first-time leaming 

situations? In fact, is there a difference betweenLl and L2leaming? Well, although spontaneous belief 

is that FLs are learned the same way as native languages, research has led to converse results (Nunan, 

1999). Children learning an L2 differ in ma:py ways from others acquiring an Ll. Usually, SL 

apprentices learn the new language when they are older, their cognitive development is more elaborated, 

and they have already experienced learning a language. In addition, as Brown (1987) points out, "it is 

rather illogical to compare the first language acquisition of a child with the second language acq.Iisition of 

an adult" (by adult, he mearn a post-puberty individual) (p. 40). This seem; to tally with Piaget's findings 

of changes provoked by puberty (Brown, 1987). Formal thinking and the ca}Xldty for abstraction 

usually characterize this period, which is not present at pre-puberty. These changes inevitably add a 

cognitive aspect of non-flexibility to language acq.1isition, compared to a more natural and creative type 

ofleaming for children Younger learners are said to be somehow unconsciously avvare when they are 

learning a SL. There are believed to be little L1 syntactic pattern transfers. Also, the new language does 

not coostitute a threat for children. At puberty, a certain language ego sets in and the learner feels a 

certain inhibition and h e2 turns out to be defensive and frightened of making mistakes. Since the 

organization of the L1 is more solid, there is also more interference between both languages. These 

factors create difficult situations for practioners to deal with. 

2 
The rrnsculine fonn is used in order to simpliJy the reading of the text 
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In 1994, Pinker elaoorated a theory that suggests that our first language is an innate foundation of the 

human race (Nunan, 1999). In other words, the ability to acquire a first (native) language is part of our 

genetic code. This unique feature is attributed to human beings, as is the ability to migrate into other 

species. For tlus reason, Pinker estimates that very few peqJle who begin to master a second language, 

will be able to attain the level of mastery of a native person. This opinion is also shared by Medgyes 

(1992). Moreover, Lightbown and Spada (2000) differentiate sequential bilinguals and simultaneous 

bilinguals: when both languages are learned at the satre time, both languages can be learned at the satre 

rate and with a similar quality as for monolingual chlldren (nonetheless, for political reasons, one 

language still has to be considered a first language and the other a second language). The authors add that 

there is little support to show that learning more than one language at an early age can slow down the 

chlld's cognitive development. There is also no evidence stating that, as a child learns amther language, 

ills knowledge of the first language will recede. However, Cummins' icererg theory (1987) does state 

that SL acquisition is both benefited and hindered by the Ll. Linguistically speaking, Brown (1987) 

suggests that for simultaneous bilinguals, language acquisition nlight be slightly slower, but their 

intelligence may be superior for they have more facility with language concept formation and mental 

formation. 

As we can see, many authors manifest an interest for research on chlldren and on early learning of a 

language. This leads to our next question: Does age really matter in SL learning? 

2.1.3 Age as a Measure of Language Success 

As :frustrating as it may be, children learn new languages faster than adults (McGlothlin, 1997). For them 

it is more of a gatre than work Perhaps a good model to reproduce as language teachers is somehow 

that of a natural learning environment, like a child's nulieu This point of view is also shared by Cook 

(2000), who believes that when we learn a new language on a long-term basis, it is better to do so as a 

child. Krashen (1982) also hypothesizes that cmldrenacquire language, while adults learn it, the learning 

process being less natural and more theocetical. This is additionally supported by his monitor hypothesis, 

wmch states that a trigger in the braiil applies grannnar rules that were previously learned. A person, 
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before speaking, will analyze (instinctively) what will be said. As this person grows older, the analysis is 

too late and therefore an error (lapse) may be produced. 

Many studies have dealt with pronunciation achievement in relation to age (Brown, 1987; Nunan, 1999; 

Lightbown and Spada, 2000). Most of the results suggest that after a certain biologically determined 

period of time, the language will gradually be more difficult to pronounce and also to learn. For instance, 

after this critical period, older learners are usually bound to have a foreign accent. These differences 

related to age are referred to as the critical period hypothesis. The foundation of the theory is based on 

biological brain changes around puberty, where the two hemispheres of the brain start to work 

independently, after which time it is almost impossible to accpire a native-like competence in an L2. 

However, Ellis (1988) mentions that this hypothesis has become controversial, especially with mental 

activity mapping which is now available with new teclmology. Nonetheless, Lightbown and Spada 

(2000) give extra support to the critical period hypothesis by presenting a study by Pa1kowski. The 

results show that the language level of pre- and post-puberty learners varied tremendously depending on 

whether they started learning ESL before or after puberty. 

2.1.4 Mfective and Cognitive Aspects of Second Language Acquisition 

We have seen that there are differences in learning a first and second language and that age can make a 

difference in learning an L2. Therefore, we already have an idea that different affective and cognitive 

factors influence L2 competency. We will now take a look at what makes a successful second language 

learner. Lightbown and Spada (2000) report that the more acacemic or intelligent the student is, the 

better are his chances of succeeding at learning a new language. Even ifiQ (Intellectual Quotient) tests 

have been questioned lately, there still seem; to be a relationship between the test results and L2 

performance. The same authors add that recent findings have been able to discriminate that this is mostly 

true for reading, grammar, and vocalulary. This would not be the case for oral and intemctional skills. 

Some people seem to have an aptitude for learning foreign languages. For example, they have a talent 

for learning languages quickly. 
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Lightbown and Spada (2000) think that rerearch does not seem to clearly link personality and SL 

acq.Iisition. Many believe, for example, that certain traits, like extroversion, may help in the learning 

process. However, this has not been proven, for it is very difficult to isolate the extroverted personality 

traits and to link them to SL efficacy. Even though studies have failed to demmstrate such an association, 

researchers are confident that personality is associated to successful language learning. Contrmy to 

Lightbown and Spada, Brown (1987) finds it useful to examine research linked to personality. We share 

this opinion, for the prerentation of the results on certain personality traits constitutes valuable 

information for teac~rs and for future studies. Even ,if impelfections are present, certain genemlities can 

still be outputted The author isolated and analyzed different personality ele~nts, and research prerented 

on self-esteem seems to have given interesting cues about SL acquisition. This personaljudge~nt has 

proven to correlate with oral-production pelformance. The problem lies in the interpretation. Is it self

esteem that produces language success, or the other way around? Future investigation might clarifY this 

relationship. Furthermore, it is common knowledge that to learn an L2, we need to make mistakes (see 

Section 2 .1.2). This is one reas:m why Brown ( 1987) thinks inhibition needs to be limited in the 

classroom. However, the only interesting research on inhibition is that it can be reduced with the 

consumption of small quantities of alcohol. The learners, who feel less threatened, have a better 

pronunciation. This does not mean that they have a better ovemlllanguage competence. Nonetheless, 

being less inhibited does produce a better performance, which is precious information for a SL teaching 

environment. Last, but not least, motivation was also studied by Brown (1987). Here, a distinction is 

made between instrumental and integrative motivation. Instrumental stimulation is proper to wanting to 

learn a language in order to use it on the job, to travel to other countries, etc. Integrative stimulation refers 

to people who want to blend in the culture and the mentality of the L2 societY. It was found that 

integrative motivation translated into higher FL proficiency test sccres. Other studies have shown that 

higher instrumental motivation also provides higher results in English proficiency test scores. Ifboth sub

ele~nts were found to develop higher language ability, it might be because both are not necessarily 

mutually exclusive. Any SL learning situation is bound to include an armlgam of instrumental and 

integrative motivation. With this information, we believe it is quite obvious that motivation plays an 

important role in SL learning. 
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2.1.5 The Relationship between Instruction and Acquisition 

Since our re~arch revolves around the teacher's use of English, it also is necessary to go through teacrer

related studies. We will now take a look at what makes a successful second language teacrer. As 

instructors, we all strive to have an impact on our learners' progression as SL users. Do teacrers really 

make a differerx:e in students' L2 learning? Nunan (2000) reviewed the main studies, which investigated 

the relationship between ins1ruction and acquisition. Unfortunately, nothing definite see:rred to errerge 

from the studies. Therefore, even if all the authors do not agree, generally speaking, one cannot say 

whether what the teacher teaches is related to what the learner learns. Nonetheless, the results can 

constitute precious information for teacrers and researchers. In order to have a better picture of the 

results for and agpinst the relationship between the two variables, the bases of the different results will be 

presented We will prerentyarious studies that show that instruction lead; to accpisition, as well as others 

which invalidate the relationship. Some reasons for such gaps might be due to the learner's 

developmental stage, for in certain studies there was a relationship only if the child's developmental stage 

was taken into consideration (Hyltenstam and Pienermnn, 1985). This does not seem to make sense, 

since we have already examined the impact that age can have on learning. Another study shows that 

small group tasks are as effective as teacrer-directed instruction (Fotos, 1993). However, this does not 

mean that the act of teaching is not efficient. Sometimes teaching was proved to influence accpisition, 

but only for certain grammatical forms (Zhou, 1991). As well, ins1ruction associated to communicative 

situations usually leads to acquisition (Montgomery and Eisenstein, 1985; Sclnnidt and Frota, 1986; 

Spada, 1990). What also stands out from Nunan's review is improvement in proficierx:y when students 

have the opportunity to participate and interact (Montgomery and Eisenstein, 1985; Sclnnidt and Frota, 

1986; Spada, 1990; Lim, 1992). In other words, frequent language use is necessary to attain better 

language competency. The communicative classroom is an appropriate example of the intemctive 

milieu. 

Lightbown and Spada (2000) also add that research has shown that learners can learn what no one has 

taught them They use me1a-cognitive features to generalize and make associations between complex 

s1ructures of the language. In other words, our learners are able to learn much more than they are taught. 
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2.2 What About the Oassroom Environment? 

At this point, we know more about SL acquisition as a whole, so our next step is to specifically look at the 

classroom environment, for it also mediates language impulses and can act as an L1 or L2 amplifier. Its 

characteristics will be taken into consideration, because they play an important role in the SL setting. For 

instance, hints to better and more adapted teaching methods can surface from comparing the L 1 with the 

L2 learning milieus. 

2.2.1 Adapting L2 from Ll Considerations 

Section 2.1.2 showed that children learning an L2 differ in many ways from others learning an Ll. 

Nonetheless, McGlothlin (1997) observes that knowing the child's environment (and not development) 

can produce quality insights for educators and rerearchers. Therefore, the linguist analyzed a first 

language setting of a child in order to transpose some of the pertinent information onto SL acquisition 

situations. He sta1es that a child's stimulating L1 learning environment includes no direct pressure to 

learn, no evaluations, no report cards, etc. Also, there is no time limit and no deadlines need to be 

respected (i.e.: tests to finish in a set time). The language is not sequenced by grarmnar or vocalulary and 

there are no textbooks from which to learn certain aspects of the language. Repetitions are often used and 

accepted. In addition, the language world is new, interesting and therefore motivating to the awrentice. 

The vocabulary is used in the context of the SIDToundings, and not in isolated situations. The child is 

immersed in the language and native speakers SIDTound the child. In addition, many opportunities are 

given for the learner to use the language and communicate with others around him. Finally, the language 

is adapted to the level of understanding of the child, which keeps him interested. The author stresses that 

a better knowledge of the language SIDToundings of children learning an L 1 is essential data for the ESL 

teacl:ers (see Section 2.3.1 for further details). For instance, they may adapt their teadring strategies in 

order not to cre.a1e a replica of the above in their classrooms, but to use some of the relevant information 

to adapt the learning environment, and thus make it more like a natural milieu Brown (1987) adds that a 

replica of an L1 environment would be any teaclxr's dream; however, the analogies presented can 
I 

definitely produce constructive conclusions for SL learning. 
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2.2.2 Classroom Regulation in the Modern Era 

As seen in Section 2.1.1, teaching methods have changed This also means classroom organization must 

be adapted to modem-day cmceptions. The traditional way of teadring had the teacher in front of the 

group, with all of the students in perfect rows in front of him. This led to little commmrication, which is 

now one of the main goals of SL courses. Today, the aim 1s for commmricative skills: cooperative 

activities, task-based projects, group work, pair work, role-playing, focus on form, etc. (1\ffiQ, 1997b; 

Nunan, 1999). ln the mentality of cross-cmricular competencies, this is also what is required on the work 

force. However, in many scmols, rigid and traditional methods still prevail. 

Even if commmrication is one of the main cmcems of the SL commmrity, there is a major obstacle in the 

way. Indeed, every SL and FL teacher will have to deal with the challenging interlanguage problem, that 

is, having to deal with L1 and L2 opposition. 

2.3 Cross-Linguistic Interference 

People learning a new language are bound to mix it with their other language(s). Many reasons are 

responsible for this phenomenon, but the situation can certainly be improved. For instance, knowing the 

sources of L1 and the factors detennining the non-selection of L2, may provide useful information for 

teacrers. The examination of the native/non-native issue be1ween teacrers might also help focus on each 

speaker's advantages as an ESL instructor. Lastly, presentation of the necessity for the learners to have an 

adequate model (teacher) can e:trqJhasize the importance of his role, for in many cases he is the only 

model the students have. Consequently, this section is dedicated to the overview of all these major issues 

concerning the use ofL2 versus Ll, which should help the reader better understand the difficulties and 

implications in prioritizing a language over the other. 

2.3.1 Sources ofLl 

ln this chapter, evidence for commmricative SL situations emerges from various sources. ln addition, 

resean;h seem; to suggest that the first language must be limited, if not eliminated from the classroom. 

Acknowledging what can stimulate L1 spurs might help limit the use of the first language. ln the EFL 

classroom, Papaefthymiou-Lytra (1987) identifies four sources of Ll. They are: the environment, the 
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materials, the reachers and the learners. Generally, the environment does not help learners and teacrers to 

switch from L1 to L2, as it genern1es mostly L1 messages. Examples are the intercom, different 

classroom guests, peqJle outside the classroom being ovetheard, various forms of posters, etc. Ideally, 

every teacher should have his own room, where different L2 impulses would fill the room. However, we 

are aware that this is not always possible. The learning materials are expected to be written in the L2, 

though some teachers argue that certain instructions can be written in the L1 to increase the learners' 

autonomy. Certainly, what this does is it stimulates L1 usage at the expense ofL2. Teacrers use the L1 

for the following reasons: to help learners illlderstand, to introduce, to explain, to review, to correct, to 

interrupt in order to give extra explanations, to maintain discipline, to encourage learners to use English in 

the classroom, to make transitions during the lesson, to help, and to answer anLl question by the learner. 

PaJXtefthymiou-Lytra (1987) adds that an extensive use of the Ll, however, leads to the teaching of the 

L2 through the L 1. Therefore, teachers need to consciously and skilfully shift back to the L2 when the 

class spontaneously employs their Ll. This should be done in different situations, in order to give 

learners the opportunity to obseiVe and practise different conversational features in action. She adds that 

instead, to help their students, teacrers may employ visual prompts, eye contact; gestures and so on. 

Learners are the most influential source of Ll, for they are of greater number. Since they feel more 

comfortable in their native language, they will naturally switch back to it. They too, choose to use their 

L1 for different reasons, such as for explanations and clarifications, out oflackof confidence and because 

they are scared of being laughed at; to comment or criticize, to ask if an interpretation was well 

understood, and finally simply out of lack of interest and motivation. Once again, PaJXtefl:hymiou-Lytra 

(1987) insists that it is the teacher's role to incite them to use the FL-it is him who decides on how much 

English will be used in the classroom. Nonefueless, we are aware that the quantity of L2 will probably 

vary as the teaching level increases, but to what extent? Later in this research, we will attempt to answer 

this question. 

Each of the four sources of L 1 encourages the teacrer and/or students to use more of the native language 

and less of the target language. Being meta -cognitively a ware of these influences, it is more probable that 

a regulation can occl.ll", in order to limit L1 usage. 
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2.3.2 Factors Determining the Non-selection ofL2 

The main goal of the EFUESL classroom is obviously to teach the English language to apprentices. 

However, there are teachers who do not always use English in their classrooms (Papaefthymiou-Lytra, 

1987). Some of the factors behind the lackofL2 use are: 

• Linguistic: this includes the learners' andlor teachers' inability to use the L2 as a mearn of 

communication, to go over certain things rapidly (time-saving), and when teachers judge the 

learners are unable to understand the instructions; 

• Affective: the following deals with motivation, interest and preference to speak in their L1; 

• Social: this is where there is interaction, as learners usually feel more confident using the L 1. 

Also, certain teacheq; use the L1 when they do not feel confident enough to handle 

metalinguistic or meta-communicative language in the L2. It helps them save their credibility 

and at the sa~ time prevents discipline problems; 

• Pedagogical: this is used as a teachingtlearning aid when other strategies may not work, to 

make sure students understand and before a break-down oca.rrs because of restricted knowledge 

of the L2. The L1 is also used to prevent awkward situations where the message is not 

comprehensible because of an unnatural use of the language. Therefore, such feelings as 

aggressiveness, disagree~nt, dissatisfaction, dislike, as well as discipline problems, e1c., are 

often expressed in the native language. 

If teacrers could spot these causes in their daily practices, they could gradually diminish L 1 usage. The 

lackofL2 in the classroom could also be attributed to some teachers not feeling comfortable enough with 

the language. Being non-native speakers, they might be insecure with the language. 

2.3.3 The Native/Non-Native Issue: Should Non-Native Teachers Feel Insecure? 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, English language teaching is cmstantly gaining in popularity. At the sa~ 

time, it is influenced by many cultures and by modem teclmology (Medgyes, 1992). Consequently, the 

standardisation of the language is falling behind. Genuine native speakers of English have become a 

minority because of the transition and influence the language is going through. For instance, we now 

have Yugoslav and Black English (Ebonies) that are influenced by the specificities of their respective 
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cultures. Paikeday (1985) argues that English users should be looked upon as more or less acoomplished 

communicators. After all, evezy user of English is a learner of the language. Therefore, there is no use in 

establishing two categories (referring to natives and non-natives). This does not put aside the fact that 

users of English as their L1 have an advantage over others for whom it is a FL. Most non-native speakers 

will never achieve a native speaker's competence (Arva and Medgyes, 2000; Medgyes, 1992; Stem, 

1986). This sta1eJ:I:ent embraces the critical period hypothesis mentioned in Section 2.1.3. For these 

rea&:ms, many non-native speakers feel uncomfortable using English less accurately, appropriately and 

fluently. However, there are far more important issues. Since most native and non-native English people 

use the language differently, they teach differently too. Moreover, one's weakness can also be another 

person's asset. 

We will now attempt to present and explain some advantages of being a non-native English speaking 

teacrer (non-NESI) and a native English speaking teacher (NESI), as presented by Medgyes (1992). 

Obviously, NESTs are the better language models, for their pronunciation is usually impeccable. They 

have learned the language in a more natural manner, which is to a certain extent, what we want for 

learners. This also mean; that they have a better (more natural) knowledge of gramnar rules. If the 

NEST can speak the class' Ll, it can be appreciated if he makes the effort to speak this L1 with the 

students. For instance, if the teacher and learners meet in the street, and they have a conversation in the 

learner's L 1, the teacrer's effort to speak his L2 will most likely be appreciated On the other hand, only 

non-NESTs can serve as imitable models of the successful learner of English, proofbeing that they are 

English teachers. Non-NESTs can teach learning strategies more efficiently, for they have adopted 

language-learning strategies during their own learning process. These adaptable working methods can be 

passed on to the students. Non-NESTs can also provide learners with more information about how the 

English language works, since their language learning was done in a more critical (less natural) way. 

Non-native teacrers are able to anticipate language difficulties, which they probably have lived as 

learners. Non-NESTs can be more empathetic to the needs and problems of their learners. Indeed, 

understanding and sensitivity towanl what the apprentice goes through is much easier when one has been 

there. Non-NESTs can ~nefit from sharing. the learner's mother tongue. For example, for certain 

languages of common origins, it is easier to find cognates (equivalents in the other language) when one 
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knows the L 1 of their students. These differences between native and non-native instructors were also 

obsetved by Reves and Medgyes (1994), where an international sUIVey was conducted on 216 non

native speaking ESIJEFL teachers on their perceptions of teaching differences between Non-NEST and 

NEST teachers. 

Medgyes (1992) adds that native and non-native teachers are unique in their own ways. They both bring 

desirable outcomes to the profession. He specifies, "fu an ideal school setting, there should be a good 

balance of NESTs and non-NESTs". This should form a better equilibrium that will help students 

achieve tmget language mastery. One element that stands out of the above analogy between native and 

non-native teacrers is the notion of model for the learner. It also seems 1D surface regularly in different 

parts of our paper. Subsequently, we will examine this more thoroughly. We would like to add that we 

are aware the presented concepts of ESlJEFL teacrers do not apply to every teacher and 1D every 

situation. 

2.3.4 Necessity of an Adequate Model 

As mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2, if the students do not hear the teachers speak English, their learning 

may be affected, and they certainly will not be inclined to speak the L2. More specifically, our research 

problem deals with many elements that can be responsible for the students' poor linguistic achievement. 

We believe that the main element at stake is the teacher's input; therefore, this section is dedicated to the 

analysis of his contribution and impact in second language acquisition (SLA). Lalande (1988) stipulates 

that students tend 1D learn what they are taught, meaning they need to have a suitable model In the same 

cline of thought, Fillmore (1985) dem:mstrated that native language and target language should never be 

mixed For her; this is the key to proficiency and it has been shown to lead to great improvement in SLA. 

Once again, Krashen (1983) stresses on the input hypothesis. The most important factor in the amount of 

language acquired is the quantity of comprerensible input. .. plus a little more (input + 1). fu other 

words, the teacher must use adequate and understandable English, and at the same time incorporate new 

challenging language aspects. This hypothesis also suggests the exclusive use ofL2 in the classroom, but 

the input must be comprerensible, in sufficient quantity, and challenging to the students. Otherwise, the 

learner may deduce that he is not apt to learn the new language. This opinion is shared by 
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Paprefthymiou-Lytra (1987). She argues that in order to achieve better results, EFL classroom 

interaction depends (among other things) on the quantity and quality of appropriate input 

generated by the materials and teacher talk. In 1983, Allright (cited by PaJXlefthymiou-Lytra, 

1987) mentioned that there are two variables at stake in a learning environment: the first is 

the interactiveness of the classroom behaviour and the second is centred on the teacher's talk 

input. The choice of teacl.Hs to use their L1 in the EFL classroom is incongruent becm.Ee of the 

principle of input, which stresses on sole L2 usage. This is also expressed by many authors (Brown, 

1987; Krashen, 1981; Larsen-Freeman, 1976; Lightbown, 1985; Lightbown and Spada, 2000; Nunan, 

1999). The input theory states that excessive use ofLl restricts the amount of time for the L2 input. Still 

according to Krashen (1983), for the instructor to help the acquirers understand, he will use a simplified 

English called teacheresing. This involves using a slower rate of speech, a more distinct pronunciation, 

shorter and simpler sentences, more rephrasing and repetitions, more frequent meaning creeks, gesture 

and visual reinforce:rrent, and greater concrete referents (e.g.: realia). Another point worth noting is that 

L2 input is also limited outside the classroom. This is an additional indicator ·that L2 input is of high 

importance. Teacl.Hs provide live and authoritative models. The higher the frequency of the input, the 

better the language learning (Brown, 1987; Larsen-Freeman, 1976; Lightbown and Spada, 2000; Nunan, 

1999; Selinger, 1983). fum~asing the L2 input will speed up the learning process and learning rate. 

The reviewed literature seem; to suggest an English-only environment. This was also observed by 

Tremblay (1998) who analyzed the use of L1 by French SL teacl.Hs. She also found that, even with 

research as a base, FL teachers still adapt their practice to what they think is best. Tremblay points out 

that in a study cooductedby Duff and Polio, teacl.Hs used English in a proportion varying from 9.5% to 

100 %. The choice of what quantity of English to use is a personal one, based on personal prefere~es 

and on limited or no empirical data. Moreover, the input theory is not praised by all. For instance, some 

school politics prioritize English-only periods, meaning that at times it is accepted to switch from the L1 

to the L2 (Williams and Sharp, 1997). Pa:raefthymiou-Lytra (1987) argues that in the EFL classroom, it 

is out of the question to ban the Ll. Native language usage can function as an important 

teachinglleaming strategy. It should be used when other strategies fail to get the message across, for 

example, by giving equivalents in the native language, when instructing grammar rules, when dealing 
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with discipline problems, or when the students do not l.Ulderstand the L2 message. It should, however, be 

restricted to a minimum. Furthermore, at early L2 learning stages when comml.Ulication camot be 

sustained in the language, teachers may resort to the Ll. Nonetheless, teacrers must rerrember that the 

goal is to learn the FL. Therefore, English usage is required both by observers and by participants in 

speech events (Papaefthymiou-Lytra, 1987). 

Inevitably it is every teacrer's duty and job to do evezything in his power to help the student through his 

learning process. Therefore, he must discipline himself into being an adequate model In many cases he 

is the only English reference the class will have. 

2.4 Synopsis and Hypotheses 

Research findings presented in Chapter 2 have given many insights on what the world ofESL is. 

Chapter 1 introduced a major problem we have in the province of Quebec: the current secondary 

scmoling system is far from producing bilingual students. At this point, many elerrents could be 

analyzed in order to better l.Ulderstand this phenomenon. Obviously, it is impossible to investigate and 

research on evezy possible fac1or. The MEQ mentions that the language is sometimes taught in English 

We believe that this is an interesting issue as the present study will be limited to the analysis of the 

teacrers' quantitative use of English in the classroom. It was fol.Uld that target usage varies trerrendously 

from one teacher to amther (Pratte, 1999). Many instructors are often tom between conveying their 

messages in the L1 or L2. Furthermore, even afterreflection and because of their different backgrol.Ulds 

and perceptions, it is difficult for teacrers to estimate what percentage of each language they ac1ually use. 

It is even more difficult for them to estimate if their perception resembles reality. The level taught is also 

bol.Uld to influence target language usage, but is it really the case? During practicum supervision, it was 

obseiVed that in certain cases a greater arnol.Ult of English was used at the primazy leve~ than in 

secondary 5. With all there elements in mind, we present the following hypotheses: 

+l-' There will be no significant difference between the perceptions of the teachers' use or oral 

English and their actual usage of the languages. 
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'i'' The perception of the percentage of English used by the secmdmy 1 to 5 teachers will 

increase signi:ficartly as the leve 1 rises. 

The present study explores the teaching and learning backgrotmd and features ofESL. This should help 

teacrers and researcrers better understand English usage and progression in context. Furthermore, we 

presume the results, if conclusive, might help teachers have a better idea of what quantity of English they 

use and of what quantity is used at different levels. As well as acknowledging the results, the numbers 

might influence the educators' practice. The possibilities we see are that they might want to decrease, 

maintain, or increase their tatget language usage. In acklition, fi.rrther research may emmate from the 

present findings 

The mentioned predictions will be tested and analyzed with adequate statistical tools, in order to verify if 

they can be accepted or rejected. Chapter 3 will describe the methodology used to collect and amlyze the 

data. 



CHAPTER ill 

METHODOLOGY 

In the previous chapters, we reviewed the problems related to the use of English in the ESIJEFL 
classroom and the theoretical :framework The research hypotheses were also stated In this chaptet; we 
will describe the methodology used to gather data. More precisely, this section aims to illustrate the 
research process, the deocription of the population and subjects, the de&;ription of the methods used to 
collect the necessary data, the procedure undertaken in the research, and data analysis and proce&<>ing. 

Before going any further, the research type selected will be clarified in order to have a better idea about 
the scope of the present study. 

3.1 Research lYPes and Justification 

Considering what is being evaluated, different research types could be used However, a quantitative 

approach was prioritized in order to verifY our two hypotheses. More precisely, this study took the form 

of a descriptive method, where the goal was to statistically demonstrate .the relation between two 

variables. The statistical tools used were the following: 

- a differential analysis (using Student's t test) between the actual use of oral English and the 

perception of the monitored teachers. The goal was to verifY if there was a significant difference 

between the percep:ion of the teadlers' use of English and their ac1ual usage of the language. 

- an analysis of the slope representation of the variation of English usage from secondary 1 to 

secondary 5, .in order to objectivize if the perception of the percentage of English used by the 

teaclers increased significantly as the teaching level rose. 

The research type having been selected, the next step consists in dembing the population and the 

subjects. 
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3.2 The Population 

The study was conducted in Rouyn-Noranda. This city is located in the Abitibi-Temiscamingue region, 

province of Quebec, Canada. It is mainly (95.84 %) composed of a French-speaking population. 34.13 

%of the city's inhabita,nts are immigrants (Statistics Canada, 1996). No information as to how long the 

immigrants have lived in the city was available. However, most of them moved to Rouyn-Noranda 

during the mining boom of the1920s (Doucet, 2001 ). In Abitibi-Temiscamingue, English is important to 

promote excmnge with its English-speaking neighbours (Ontario and the other we~tem provinces). The 

Quebec-Ontario border is approximately 70 kilometres from Rouyn-Noranda. On a larger scale, 

· Francophones rercesent only 2 % of the mostly English North-America (Bibeau, 2000), and 

approximately 15 % of Canada is French speaking (Department ofPublic Works and Government 

Services Canada, 1998). 

33 Subjects 

Every one of the 14 secondary ESL teachers from the CSRN was sent an introduction letter on October 

2, 2000 (see Appendix A). This letter was written in French, since this is habitually the format used 

among ESL teachers. They were then contacted in order to see if they were interested in taking part in the 

study. To have a better rercesentation and as a selection method, the ones with the greater number of 

groups of the sarre level were contacted to take part in the study. If they refused, the ones with fewer 

groups of the sarre level were reached Furthermore, to make sure the quantity of French and English 

used in the classrooms was fairly stable, the teachers with more experience were prioritized-we believe 

that the more experienced teachers use a relatively fixed (with limited variation) quantity of English that 

suits them All the targeted teachers had taught at the evaluated level for over three yeaiS. With the above 

criteria as a selection guide, every cootacted teacher acceJied, except for one. As some teachers asked to 

rermin anonymous, we will not specifY their ages, credentials or any other personal information. 

The five monitored teachers taught compulsory ESL courses to secondaty (1 to 5) students at the CSRN. 

The students' ages varied from 12 to 17. The classes were mixed (girls and boys) and had between 28 

and 32 students. The four 75-minute periods per nine days add up to about 100 hours yearly (MEQ, 
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1982; 1985). Prior to the secoodmy level, the~ students had three years ofESL. The courses included 

45- to 60-ininute classes, twice a week This armunts to approximately 72 hours per year (MEQ, 1997a). 

3.4 Methods and Data Collection Instruments 

In order to have a better understanding of the quantity of English used by the different teacrers, four 

random leESons were chosen for each participating teacrer, at every level.. All classroom intemctions 

were reca:-ded on audio-caESettes (see Section 3.4.1 for extra information). The data (300 minutes for 

earn teacrer, for a total of 1500 minutes) were then claESified and analyzed (this will be developed in 

Section 3.6). This period of time was sufficient in order to avemge out the quantity of English used by 

the teacrers, as this period of time constitutes approximately 30 % of the school yeat 

3.4.1 Audio-cassette Recordings 

Each of the five volunteer teachers was recorded four times over a period of twelve weeks, for a total of 

300 minute& Four groups (approximately 120 students) per teacrer were chosen. Each period lasted 75 

minutes. As soon as the teacrers were selected, they were handed out a scredule (see Appendix B) with 

the precise dates and times, for them to record themselves. At the beginning of the week; where teachers 

were to be recorded, they were reminded by a memo left on their desks (see Appendix C). The 

researcrer was not prerent in claES, for his presence might have influenced the teacrers' use of English 

and the students' behavior. However, it is possible that the teamers were still influenced by the fact that 

they were reccrded. Each recording took place at a different time of the day and at a different day of the 

week The reason is that we wanted to compare equivalent reca:-ding seESions. There was one slight 

exception, due to a screduling constraint. The secmdary 5 teamer was recorded twice on a period-one 

claES. This probably did not affect the study, as the teacrerspoke English 100% of the time. The lessons 

did not include tests, where the intemctions are limited, and where certain teacrers possibly have greater 

recourse to the Ll. 

3.4.2 Material Used for the Recordings 

For the recordings, a Marantz, model PMD220 profeESional portable two-speed caESette reccrder was 

selected for its long play mode at a speed of 15/16 IPS. This provided a recording time of twice that 
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stated on a crussette. For instance the tape-cassettes used lasted 90 minutes instead of the regular 45 

minutes (for one side). Therefore, no changing of cassette sides was necessary. This way, the teacher 

could focus more on teaching instead of the recording itself Opemting instructions were provided, to 

make sure it was set up correctly (see Appendix D). 

3.4.3 Teacher Question 

To find out the quantity of English the teacrers believed they used in class, all of the 14 secmdary 

teacrers (including the non-participants) were asked whatpercertage ofEnglish and French they used in 

their classrooms. They were only questioned once, on Januazy 9, 2001, concerning the perception of the 

quantity of English and French they used. The question was similar to: "fm curious, what quantity of 

English and French do you use with your groups?" They were asked informally and were not recorded, 

in order for them to answer more spontaneously. Furthermore, after each recording, the five participating 

teacrers were asked (in writing) if they believed there had been a change in their usual use of English. 

There were no changes reported. 

We are aware that certain teachers might have wanted to plea~ the interviewer, by suggesting a higher 

use of English. To this might be added the meta -cognitive difficulty of certain teachers to try to determine 

how the re~arcrer planned to work with his reseateh Longer questionnaires and/or inte:rviews were 

considered; however, we believe they would not have conveyed any extra relevant information 

concerning the quantitative goals of the study. 

3.5 Procedure 

This section intends to summarize the procedure that was followed in conducting this research. The steps 

are presented in chronological order. 

Timetable of the events: 

~ 0 ctober 2, 2000: all the 14 secondary CSRN ESL teachers were sent an introduction letter 

requesting them to participate in the research (see Appendix A); 
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~ D ecenber 18 to 22, 2000: telephone calls were made to the teachers, asking them to participate 

in the study. Those who accepted (one teacher per level) provided the researcher with their 

scredules, which were used to plan their reccrdings; 

~ January 8, 2001: on this pedagogical day, the five participating teacrers were handed out tape

caESettes and a scredule of the dates on which they were to record themselves. All of the 14 

ESL teachers from the CSRN were asked the percentages of English and Fren::h that they 

thought they used in their daily teaching; 

~ January 9-April5: reccrding oflessons; 

~ February 16: gathering of the first setoftape-caESettes; 

~ A pril6: gathering of the remaining tape-caESettes; 

~ Mid-April: invitation to lunch sent out to the :(ive volunteer teacrers, as a sign of appreciation for 

their cooperation (see Appendix E). 

The resea.rcrer administered every listed operation. Prior to each reccrding, the five participating teachers 

were reminded of the upcoming event. hnmediately following the collection of the audio-tapes, the data 

(words used by the teacrers) were counted and classified as being Fren::h or English. A hired assistant . 

executed this step, in order to save time. Being an ESL specialist, she had no problem completing the 

task She finished after 55 hours of work 

3.6 Quantitative Data Analysis and Processing 

As mentioned previously, from the collected claESroom data, each word was cla&sified as being French or 

English. If a borrowed French word was used in an English context, it was considered as being English if 

it also was part of the Meniam-Webster English dictionary (1999). The opposite was also true. 

Once the five volunteers' data . (pe.rce}tion and actual usage) were outputted, the results from the 

estimated and actual usages were submitted to Student's t test, in order to verifY if the teacrers 

significantly used more English than they believed Then, with the data from all the 14 teacrers' 

pe.rceptions, an analysis .of the slope reJXesenting the perc~ption of variation of English used from 

secondary 1 to secondary 5 was conducted. 
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If there was fotmd to be a link between the actual usage and the five vohmteers' perceJfion, a 

generalization could possibly be made with all the 14 teacrers' perceptions and an estimate of the real 

usage. 

The Microsoft Excel software was favored to verifY the manual statistical calculations. It adequately 

calculated the difference between the observed variables (using Student's t test) and produced a slope of 

English usage perceJfion (from secmdary 1 to secondary 5) for analysis pmposes. 

Now that the methodology has been completed, we will present and analyze the results. 



CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 

In the past chapter the different parts included in the reEearch methodology were presented The preEent 
chapter proposes two major divisions: a deECriptive analysis where the hypotheEes are accepted or 
rejected and an inferential analysis where the results will be inspected and interpreted. We will begin by 
presenting the collected data and method of analysis selected for the present study. 

4.1 Collected Data 

To reach our goals, the numbers collected were necessaty to provide information concerning the 

estimated and real use of English by the five volunteer ESL teacrers, and concerning the difference in 

usage pe:rception from one level to the other (for all of the 14 teachers). Furthermore, theEC numbers 

helped create graphs, which give a simplified visual appreciation of the data. 

The parts in the following section include the percentage of English used (for 300 minutes) and estimated 

by the five selected teacrers, and also all of the ESL CSRN de[klrtment's perception (14 teacrers in all). 

Only the English percentages are shown. The rerrnining percentage is automatically attributed to French 

usage. The numbers are preEented as a whole, in order to obtain a global appreciation; however, in 

specific sections of this chapter they will be divided and preEented as table& 

4.1.1 Case# 1: Secondary 1 teacher 

• Percentage ofEnglish used: 43 

• Perception of percentage of English used: 28 

4.1.2 Case# 2: Secondary 2 teacher 

• Percentage of English used: 66 

• Perception of percentage of English used: 50 
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4.1.3 Case# 3: Secondary 3 teacher 

• Percentage of English used: 98 

• Perception of percentage ofEng1ish used: 70 

4.1.4 Case # 4: Secondary 4 teacher 

• Percentage ofEng1ish used: 76 

• Perception of percentage of English used: 68 

4.1.5 Case# 5: Secondary 5 teacher 

• Percentage of English used: 100 

• Perception of percentage of English used: 100 

4.1.6 Perception of all the CSRN teachers 

• Secmdary 1 teacher no. 1 

./ Perception of percentage ofEnglish used: 28 

• Secmdary 1 teacher no. 2 

./ Perception of percentage of English used: 60 

• Secmdary 1 teacher no. 3 

. ./ Perception of percentage of English used: 50 

• Secmdary 2 teacher no. 1 

./ Perception of percentage ofEng1ish used: 70 
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• Secmdary 2 teacher no. 2 

./ Perception of percentage of French used: 50 

• Secmdary 2 teacher no. 3 

./ Perception of percentage of French used: 60 

• Secmdary 3 teacher no. 1 

./ Perception of percentage of English used: 70 

• Secmdary 3 teacher no. 2 

./ Perception of percentage of English used: 95 

• Secmdary 3 teacher no. 3 

./ Perception of percentage of English used: 70 

• Secmdary 3 teacher no. 4 

./ Perception of percentage ofEnglish used: 88 

• Secmdary 4 teacher no. 1 

./ Perception of percentage of English used: 85 

• Secmdary 4 teacher no. 2 

./ Perception of percentage of English used: 68 

• Secmdary 5 teacher no. 1 

./ Perception of percentage of English used: 95 
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• Secrndary 5 teacher no. 2 

../ Perception of percentage ofEnglish used: 100 

With the data collected, it is now possible to cmose an appropriate me1hod of analysis for those mnnbers. 

4.2 Method of Analysis 

The avemge difference of two dependent samples was selected for the verification of the first hypothesis. 

More precisely, the five vohmteers' perception and actual usage were submitted to at test to find out if 

there was a significant difference between the two means (percertage and actual use). The goal was to 

find out if the teacrers significantly use more English than they think. Refer to Section 4.3 for further 

details. 

The secrnd step consisted of a detennination coefficient analysis (r). The graph of a linear regression 

will present the variation of English usage from secondary 1 to secondary 5. The objective here was to 

fmd out if there was a significant difference in the perception of English used from secondary 1 to 

secondary 5. Refer to Section 4.4 for further details. 

4.3 Results from the First Calculations 

At this point, we believe it is appropriate to restate the first initial hypothesis, which is: There will be no 

significant difference between the perceptions of the five volunteer teacrers' use of oml English and their 

actual usage of the languages. Hence, the fore-mentioned graph is pre rented in figure 4.1. 
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By examining the graph, we can obseiVe that the teachers seem to use more English than they think. A 

statistical computation will confirm or reject this alternative hypothesis. 

In order to obtain a v isual appreciation of the collected numerical data from the five volunteers, a 

summary table is presented below. The rermining information is needed to acknowledge acceptation or 

rejection of the hypothesis and ahemative hypothesis. 

Table 4.1 Vohmteers' Perception and Actual Use of English 
Difference 

Teacher !volunteers' Perception (VP) !volunteers' Usage (VU) (VP-VU=d) d-d (d-di 

Sec.1 28 43 15 1.6 2:56 

Sec.2 50 66 16 2.6 6.76 

Sec.3 70 98 28 14.6 213.16 

Sec.4 68 76 8 -5.4 29.16 

Sec.5 100 100 0 -13.4 179.56 
Total: 67 431.2 



~ Statistical calculation used: difference of avemges of two dependant populations (unilatemltest): 

Ho: lld=O 

HI: f..!ct>O 

Difference of averages= d = 6715 = 13.4 

Standard deviation of the differences= Sct = --J (431.2 I 4) = 10.38 

At test is applied to 5 differences 

f..ld = 0 implies that the difference of the results is equal to zero for all of the population 

H 1 indicates that we must make a unilateral test (to the right) 

n = 5, there are then 4 degrees of :freedom, a= 0.05 

D = 4, the critical value oft is 2.13 

t = (d -lld) I (Sdl -In)= (13.4-0) I (10.38 I -/5) = 13.4 I (10.38 12.236) = 13.4 I 4.643 = 2.89 

T p 

1.53 0.10 
2.13 0.05 
2.78 0.025 
3.75 0.01 
4.6 0.005 
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Ho is rejected and H1 is accepted; there is a significant difference in avemge between the perception and 

the quantity of English used-the teacrers use more English than they think. Furthermore, t being higher 

than 2. 78, the probability (p) that the teachers from the CSRN will not use more English than they expect 

is less than 2.5 %. 

4.4 Results from the Second Set of Calculations 

The second hypothesis is the following: the perception of the peteentage ofEnglish used will be superior 

at the higher levels. Once ag;:1in, to obtain a visual appreciation of the collected data from all of the 14 

teacrers, a summary table is presented below. The avemge for each level is also calculated with the 

ptnpose of using it for future computations. 
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Table 4.2 All of the Teacre:rs' Pen:::eption 

Teacher& Level !reachers' Perception 
Sec.1 teacher1 28 
Sec. 1 teacher 2 60 
Sec. 1 teacher 3 50 

Average: 45.8 

Sec. 2 teacher 1 70 
Sec. 2 teacher 2 50 
Sec. 2 teacher 3 60 

Average: 60.0 

Sec. 3 teacher 1 70 
Sec. 3 teacher 2 95 
Sec. 3 teacher 3 70 
Sec. 3 teacher 4 88 

Average: 80.6 

Sec. 4 teacher 1 85 
Sec.4teacher2 68 

Average: 76.3 

Sec. 5 teacher 1 95 
Sec. 5 teacher 2 100 

Average: 97.5 
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-7 Statistical calculation used to preEent the perception of the variation of English from secondaty 1 to 5: 

determination coefficient (r) on the graph: 

In order to find r 2 
, we must :first find r with the following equation: 

r = nDCY-<PO (L:Y) 
--./ [ nDC 2 - (L.XY] --./ [nl:Y 2 - (LyY] 

number of data (n) = 5 

DC= 15 (1+2+3+4+5, which are the values of X or the teaching levels) 

LY = 3.602 (0.458+0.6+0.806+0.763+0.975, which are the values ofY or the average percentages for 
every level) 

DC 2 = 55 (1 +4+9+ 16+ 25, which are the values of X squared) 

LY 2 = 2.7522 (0.20976+0.36+0.64964+0.58217+0.95063, which are the valuesofY squared) 

LX¥= 12.003 (0.458+1.2+2.418+3.052+4.875, which are the individual values of X multiplied by their 
matching pairs in Y) 

r = 5 X 12.003- 15 X 3.602 
--./[5 X 55- (15)2] --./ [5 X 2.7522 - (3.602)2] 

r = 60.015-54.03 
--./ [275 - 225] --./ [13.761-12.974404] 

r = 5.985 
--./50 --./ 0.786596 

r = 5.985 
7.07 X 0.8869 

r = 5.985 
6.27 

r = 0.9545 

r 2 = 0.91 

The visual result is preEented hereafter in figure 4.2. 
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The detern:llnation coefficient(,.:') on the graph is 0.91. This positive ascending linearregression suggests 

that the 14 teachers from the CSRN believe they use more English at the higher levels. Nonetheless, this 

is not necessarily true from one level to another. As we can see in figure 4.2, average-wise the secondary 

3 teac rers think they use more English than the secondary 4 teacl:ers. 

There results from statistical calculations were necessaty so as to acq.rire numerical answers to our 

questions. They will now be analyzed in a more practical manner. 

4.5 Analysis and Interpretation of the Results 

The first set of calculations shows that the five volunteer teacrers significantly used more English than 

they had expected Of course, this is not the care for the secondary 5 teacrer who could not speak more 

than the 100 %he had expected. As mentioned in Section 4.3, the chances of an error are ofless than 2.5 

%. Moreover, the average difference between the pen:eptions of the teacrers and their estimated usage of 

English was of 13.4 %. 
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The question that arises from these numbers is: why did they have lower perceptions compared to 

reality? A few attempts to answer this question will be presented The first possibility is that they simply 

underestimated their English usage. In their minds, they used more French than they had expected The 

second is perhaps because when they speak French, it stands out more than when they speak English. 

Therefore, when they use the L1 to a certain point, they feel that they are using it much more. The third 

answer deals with the fact that they felt somehow threatened when they were asked concerning the 

percentage of English they used in class~ Many consider speaking too much French as being negative. 

Subsequently, by giving a conservative percentage, they had more chance of producing more English 

during the recording sessions. Finally, they possibly used more English because they were recorded 

Once again, knowing they were monitored could have incited them to produce more o fthe target 

language. Obviously, we prefer the first explanations; however all of the possible alternatives have to be 

considered. 

In the secmd set of calculations, the determination coefficient (r) on the graph is 0.91. This positive 

ascending linear regression shows the perception of the teachers: to them, there is more English used as 

the teaching level rises. As mentioned in Section 4.4, this is not necessarily the case from one level to 

another. Indeed, the secondary 3 teachers think they use more English than their secmdary 4 colleagues. 

Even if it seerred quite obvious that there would be more L2 us.ed by the teachers at the higher levels, we 

believe it was worthwhile to verify. Actually, even if it has not been objectivized, our past experience as 

student-teacler supervisors has given us indications that some elementary teachers use more English than 

second-cycle (secondary 3 to 5) secondaryteaclers. 

At this pbint, we are tempted to identify a relationship between the perception and the actual English 

usage by all the teaclers of the CSRN. There was a relationship between usage arx:l perception of the five 

volunteers, the major difference being that the estimates weie lower than reality. In fact, both of the 

curves (perception and usage) had a very similar pattern. For this reason, we believe in the possibility 

that all of the 14 teachers' actual usage would also rise from secondary 1 to secondary 5. 
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The analysis and interpre1a1ion of the results lead to a discussion and cmclusion. We will discuss the 

research as a whole and we will make associations with the controversy of teaching English in English. 



CHAPTERV 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Chapter 4 presented and analyzed the results; therefore, we must now discuss and synthesize those 
findings. In turn, this will lead to new questions which surface from the present study. These issues will 
possibly constitute food for future rerearch, as well as food for thought. 

5.1 Summary of Theoretical Findings 

In the prerent context of globalization and internationalization, the importance ofbeing able to use 

English has en'X!rged as a necessity. With the possibility of traveling being much more accessible than in 

the past, !mowing this L2 is also a must. Another area where people are advantaged when they lmow the 

target language is when they are in contact with different media, notably coosidering the growth of the 

Internet, which also gives an opening onto the world. Since ESL students' level of proficiency is still far 

from being adequate, a lot of promoting has taken place in the province of Quebec. For instance, in 

geneml, more hours ofESL are being added and the new programs are emphasizing oral communicative 

skills. Furthermore, the Minister of Education has outlined a few problems, which might, if cmected, 

improve the situation. Some suggested solutions are teacrer-bared. Possible areas of improvell'X!nt are 

teacrers' better lmowledge of programs, having more qualified instructors, and having them use more 

English in their classrooms. This led to our rerearch questions, concerning the quantity of English used 

and the link with reality, and the percep:ion usage of oral English as the level rises. We believe that we 

had to start by analyzing these factors that can give a certain appreciation of what goes on in the milieu. 

Furthermore, it also constitutes a head start for future research This will be dealt with further in this final 

chapter. 

Before moving on in our research, it was necessary to look at what has been theorized on SL learning. 

Briefly, it was found that today the aim in the ESL classroom is for oml communicative skills. Also, 

learning an L1 and an L2 are different in many ways, and age influences the success oflearning a new 
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language. We saw that affective and cognitive factors could affectSL learrring. The influence of 

instruction on acq.Iisition was objectivized This brought us to possible classroom adaptations, in order to 

have an effective learning environment. The last segment of the theoretical framework dealt with cross

linguistic considerations, which led to the following conclusion: the teacrer need; to be a model for his 

learners. He must provide the apprentices with comprehensible and significant L2 input. Moreover, 

most studies suggest limiting L1 usage. After having analyzed the ESL situation as a whole, it was time 

to look into om reseaiCh problem. 

5.2 Methodology, Generalizations, and Limitations 

Methodologically speaking, in order to calculate L1 versus L2 usage at the CSRN, we monitored 

teacrers. This was done for fotrr periods, with one teacher from every level (secondary 1 to 5), in order to 

estimate if there was a link between reality (monitoring) and their perceptions. The results were tested 

statistically, by verifYing the difforence of averages of two dependant populations. The use of the 

distribution of the difference for the sampling average was also considered; however, it could not be used 

since om sample consisted ofless than 30 subjects (n < 30). Nonetheless, the selected statistical tool for 

the present study served its purpose for we only needed to have an idea of the English usage for a small 

population. The results showed there was a relationship between reality and the percep:ions of the five 

volunteer teachers, although most of the teachers underestimated their use of English. Finally, with the 

:first relationship we found, and with all the 14 CSRN ESL teacrers' percep:ion, it was estimated that 

there is a significant rise in English usage from secondary 1 to 5. The results cannot prove that the 

evaluated teacrers used a sufficient or insufficient amount of English. However, the results help 

understand the language usage and perception of the CSRN teachers. The only way of finding out if 

these results can be generalized to other teacrers would be to carry out this experiment to other school 

boards. 

53 Questions 

Many questions arise from the present findings. The first one being: does the quantity of English used by 

ESL teacrers have an impact on their students' L2 proficiency? If we could show that there is a relative 

impact on the students when the teacrers use more oral English, perhaps many of them would make a 
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special effort to speakthe L2 of the learners. In the sarre line of thought, do the students feel that if they 

were to speak more in English, they would become more proficient, and to what extent? These questions 

constitute suggestions for further reseateh. The findings could help many educators provide a better 

language experien:;e for their students. 

5.4 Practical Implications 

Numerous authors (Brown, 1978; Krashen, 1983; Lightbown and Spada, 2000, Nunan, 1999) mention 

that there is generally a close relationship between theory and practice. Therefore, even if this is not the 

goal of our rerearch, we would also like to prererit possible links between the results of this reseateh and 

classroom applications. As mentioned previously, we believe the results might change some teacrers' 

practice. For instan:;e, being aware of those results might play a role in their teaching. The outcome of 

the study might produce the following effects: consolidation (no change) of the practice, or changing 

(increare or decrease) of their L1 and L2 usage. We consider it is not much of a challenge to consolidate 

one's practice, nor to decrease the usage ofL2. Nonetheless, based on Chapter 2, increasing L2 usage 

rep-erents a major challenge. The mentioned chapter is filled with theory that can help teachers to teach 

in English to a higher extent. Also, many more practical palliative options to using L1 are available. In 

order for an ESL teacrer to become better at what he does, one canresort to Karsenti, Saada and Derrers' 

(1999) strategies to facilitate ESL teacling: 

• Contextual Strategies (Terroux, 1995): there include opposites (antonyms), simple 

definitions or synonyms, using the word in context, describing what the object is used for 

and what the agerit (object, animal, person, etc.) does; 

• Cognitive Strategies (Brown 1994): included are cognates (sarre words, pronunciations and 

meanings in both languages), cognitive' islands (grouped words having a link between them), 

webs or semantic maps (to show interrelationship between words), semantic networks (to 

dermnstrate similarities and differences between linked words); 

• Visual Strategies: there deal with miming, showing authentic inaterial (realia), mnermnic 

(mental) pictures, thematic pictures, idiomatic pictures and cultural pictures; 

• Practical Techniques (Terroux, 1992): to his other strategies, Terroux adds teclniques that 

can be applied to teaching English in English. Using useful cue verbs that are often repeated 
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in class and promoting the use of cue basic fommlas are suggested. Furthennore, instead of 

explaining, the instruc1or should dem:mstrate or give examples. 

All the suggested methods ani teclmiques are available for those who wish to use more English in their 

classrooms; however; such an acljustment does not come easy. :Maltz (1968) believes it usually takes 

approximarely 21 days to change a habit. We do realize that this is certainly not a priority or a necessity 

for all teacrers. 

5.5 Final Words 

To cmclude, the goal of this rerearch was to give an ovetview of the world of ESL and to give 

quantitative insights cmceming the perception and actual usage of oral English by secondazy-:level 

teaclrrs. The results do give the reader an idea of the CSRN milieu, and might be useful to the teachers 

in place. For example, they five volunteer teachers know what quantity of English they use. 

Furthermore, they know that the estimare of their personal English usage was cmservative. It was also 

found the all of the CSRN teachers' perception is that more English is generally used as the teaching level 

rises, even if this is not necessarily the case from one level to another. Hopefully, further research on the 

matter will help practioners.better understand their teaching environment ani will possibly help them 

make up their minds on what quantity of English they should use in their classrooms. 



APPENDIX A 

INTRODUCTION LETTER 

Le 2 octobre 2000 

Chern collegues, 

Permettez-moi de prendre quelques minutes de votre temps. Comme plusieurs d'entre vous le savent 

d~a,je suis actuellement en conge sabbatique pom retom aux. etudes. Je me suis inscrit ala maltrise dans 

le but d'etudier Ull sujet qui me tient grandement a Ccetn". ll s'agit de !'utilisation relative de l'anglais en 

classe,par l'enseignant de langue seconde au secondaire. 

Tout comme moi, vous vous etes sfuement dermndes queUe quantire d'anglais utiliser en classe. Les 

resultats d' etudes passees quant a la proportion d' anglais varient. Done, la meilleure fayoo de trouver une 

reponse a notre question, est 1 'etude locale Sill" le terrain. 

C'est pour cette raison que je vous sollicite. En e:ffet, j'apprecierais votre collaboration afin d~ porter ce 

projet a terme. Je suis pa:rfaitement conscient qu'il est peut-etre destabilisant d'etre implique dans un 

processus de recherche. Cependant, n'ayez crainte,je vous assme que le derangement semit tres minime. 
I 

En resume, si vous l'ac~ptez, le tout coosisterait d'enregistrements de quelques Jeyoos a l'aide d'un 

rnagnetophone ( ou je ne serais pas pre rent). Le seul moment ou j 'inteiViendrais sera it pom les pre- et 

post-tests. Alors, je vous empruntemis vos groupes (ou quelques groupes) une fois au mois d'octobre et 

une fois au mois de fevrier. Aussi, I1 y au ne petite possibilire que jeprocece a quelques courtes 

entrevues, avec un nombre minime d' eleves. 

Soyez assures que tout resulta~ calcul ou analyse demeurera confidentiel a l'egard de l'identire des 

participants. 
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Jevous laisse mGrir le tout etje vous contacterai d'ici quelquesj01.rrs. Ace moment, il me fern plaisir de 

rerondre avos questions et de vous donner plus de details. 

Thanks for your time and take care, 

Stephane Lacroix 

PS Si vous desirez vous entretenir avec moi avant, vous pouvez le faire au 764-3191 ou par coorriel: 

stephanelacroix@sympatico.ca. 



APPENDIXB 

RECORDING PERIODS 

Sec. 1 teacher Sec. 2 teacher Sec. 3 teacher Sec. 4 teacher Sec. 5 teacher 

Weeki: 

Jan.9-12 

Week2: Jan. 15, Period 1 Jan. 15,Period3 Jan. 18, Period 2 Jan. 16, Period 3 

Jan. 15-19 (Monday, day 9) (Monday, day 9) (Thurs., day 3) (Tuesday, day 1) 

Week3: 

Jan. 22-25 

Week4: Jan. 30, Period 2 Jan. 31, Period 2 Jan. 30, Period 4 Feb. 2, Period 1 

Jan29-Feb2 (Tuesday, day 1) (Wed., day 2) (Tuesday, day 1) (Friday, day 4) 

WeekS: Feb. 5, Period 2 

Feb. 5-9 (Monday, day 5) 

Week6: Feb.15, Period4 

Feb12-16 (Thurs., day 4) 

Week7: Feb. 21, Period 4 Feb. 20, Period 1 

Feb.19-23 (Wed., day 8) (Tuesday, day 7) 

WeekS: Mar. 7,Period 3 March 8, Per. 1 

March6-9 (Wed., day 3) (Thurs., day 4) 

Week9: March 15, Per. 4 March 12, Per. 3 

Mar.12-16 (Thurs., day 9) (Tuesday, day 7) 

Week 10: March 22, Per. 3 

Mar.l9-23 (Thurs., day 5) 

Weekll: March 28, Per. 1 March 26, Per. 2 March 30, Per. 1 

Mar.26-30 (Wed., day 9) (Monday, day 7) (Friday, day 2) 

Week 12: 

April2-6 
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Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

• 764-3191 (home) 
• 762-0931, ext. 1188 (work) 
• stephanelacroix@sympatico.ca 
• ICQ: 9111873 

Thanks a million! ! ! This means a lot to me. 

Stephane 



APPENDIXC 

MEMO SENT TO TEACHERS 

This is to remind you of your next 
recording on period_. 

1bank you and have a nice day, 

Stephane© 

PS Don't forget the tape player. 



APPENDIXD 

TAPE-RECORDER INSTRUCTIONS · 

~ Please place the tape-recorder in front of the class, with the internal microphone facing the 

group. 

~ Don't record testing periods. 

~ When done, please lea~ the cassettes on your desk. This way, I can get them back even if you 

are absent. 

~ All you have to do to record is to press on the "REC'' button. However, if you think some 

buttons were tampered with, you can check the following defuult settings (from left to right): 

o Rec voliune: to the left (none); 

o Vari-speed: center; 

o Volume (outside button): to the left (none)+ Tone (inside button): center, 

o Monitor: ta~; 

o Ta~ select ( eq): 120 us; 

o Ta~ select (bias): low; 

o Anc: top position; 

o Rec select: arl (top position); 

o Tape speed: long play (***very important***). 



APPENDIXE 

INVITATION TO LUNCH SENT OUT TO THE 5 VOLUNTEER TEACHERS 

Hello dear friend, 

Once again, I'd like to thank you for taking part in my research. Without your participation, I 

wouldn't be able to fulfill one of my dreams. In order to show you my gratitude, I'd like to 

invite you for lunch. It would be informal, in the sense that we wouldn't have to talk about 

the research. 

I'm eagerly standing by for your response, 

Stephane 



APPENDIXF 

MODEL OF CLASSIFICATION GRID FORENGUSHAND FRENCH WORDS 

-Secrndary :. ______ _ 
-Dare: ----------
-Period: 

--~--------

English French 

-Uncertam words: 



APPENDIXG 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CLASSIFICATION OF WORDS 

General Instructions: 

You mustclassey each word used by the teacher in the appropriate column, English or French 

Each word is represented by a check ( >~ ). 

For cootractions, each contracted word counts as one check For example: don't (do not)= 2 

checks,j'suis (je suis) = 2 checks. 

If a French word that is accepted in the English dictionary is used in an English sentence, it 

counts as an English word. For example, ''What a cliche" (cliche= 1 check). The same is true 

· for the inverse scemrio. 

Use the variable speed button for a slower pace (when the speech is too fast), and for a faster 

pace (when the there is no speech). 

The results must be kept confidential at all times. 

When done with a cassette, be sure to put it back in its original case. 

Also, don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks in advance, 

Stephane 
764-3191 
762-0931, ext. 1188 
stephane1acroix@sympatico.ca 
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